New era for Beatson as Pebble Appeal hits £10 million

Cancer research in the West of Scotland has been given a major boost with the announcement that the Beatson Pebble Appeal has reached its £10m funding goal. The Appeal, launched in 2008, is raising money to support the development of new cancer treatments. The money raised is being used to fund the construction of the Beatson Translational Cancer Research Centre (Beatson TCRC) at Garscube, Glasgow.

The centre, which is due to open in spring 2013, will provide a suite of state-of-the-art facilities for researchers working to develop new and more targeted treatments for a wide range of common types of the disease including breast, prostate, pancreatic and ovarian cancers. It is hoped that more effective treatments can be created through the development of drugs specifically tailored to individual patients’ requirements and through accelerating implementation in the clinics.

Professor Andrew Biankin has now been appointed Chair of Surgery and Director of the Translational Cancer Research Centre in the Institute of Cancer Sciences. He will join the University in early 2013. Prior to this he was Head of the Pancreatic Cancer Research Group at the Garvan Institute of Medical Research and a Conjoint Professor in the School of Medicine at the University of NSW in Sydney, Australia.

Professor Biankin said: ‘I am looking forward to joining the team at Glasgow. My vision is for clinical and translational cancer research to move towards personalised medicine where we provide the right treatment to the right patient at the right time with the right outcome.

‘The Beatson TCRC is the final piece of the overarching strategy of cancer research and care in Glasgow. It is designed and purpose-built to accelerate the translation of scientific discoveries into improved outcomes for people affected by cancer. This is a very exciting time to be joining the cancer research team at Glasgow.’

The success of the campaign to date has encouraged Appeal staff to continue fundraising to help pay for new equipment for the centre along with infrastructure and staffing costs so that the centre can achieve its ambitious goals.

• To support the Beatson Pebble Appeal please complete the form on page 7 or visit www.beatsonpebbleappeal.org.
Principal launches scholarships

The University is delighted to introduce the establishment of the Muscatelli Scholarships to our range of postgraduate scholarships. Recent recipients Aida Al-Hinai and Maha Al-Barram, who are both studying for a Masters in Organisational Leadership, recently met the Principal and benefactor, Professor Anton Muscatelli.

The Muscatelli Scholarship aims to support the most talented international postgraduate students, who are selected on academic merit. Each successful candidate receives a bursary of £2,000.

The Scholarship this year is designed to support applicants to the School of Life Sciences, with a particular focus on biology-based courses. The scholarship has a dual focus, and is also available to students applying to the School of Education.

Our postgraduate scholarships allow the University to attract the brightest students from around the world. They are granted access to a wealth of knowledge and experience in their chosen field and have the opportunity to study in our world-renowned research facilities.

Message from the Director

This really has been a memorable summer for us here in the Development & Alumni Office. Reaching the total of £10 million required for the Beatson Pebble Appeal to fund construction of the Translational Research Centre at Garscube was a tremendous achievement and we are so grateful to all the donors who made it possible.

You will see from this issue that we are expanding the number of scholarships for which we are fundraising and are delighted by the response of our alumni to this initiative. I was particularly struck by Patrick Russell’s comments in the article above about his motivation for funding a scholarship being about giving back and aluding to the support given by those who have gone before at the University of Glasgow. The gratitude we see from current scholarship holders is very heartening and shows that they also appreciate the support of their University of Glasgow forebears.

Cathy Bell
Director, Development & Alumni Office

Reunion groups support Chancellor’s Fund

Our University has a mission to undertake world-leading research and to provide an intellectually stimulating learning environment. A gift to the Chancellor’s Fund helps deliver this mission by enabling the University to direct funds to areas on campus where they can have the greatest effect – supporting our students, enhancing the learning environment, developing excellence and preserving our heritage.

Many alumni find it very gratifying to support these areas and give something back, perhaps to mark a significant milestone or successful career.

The Mathematics & Natural Philosophy Class of 1962 celebrated their Golden Jubilee reunion in June 2012. Ian Aitken (BSc 1962) was the organiser: ‘Many of us came together again to meet old friends and renew acquaintances – some of whom we had not seen in the intervening 50 years. As a consequence of good financial budgeting we had a three-figure sum which was unspent at the end of the day. During the last 50 years we had all prospered as a consequence of our university education and we agreed unanimously that the money could best be used if it was placed in the Chancellor’s Fund.’

Peter Biggart (BSc 1959) is a Kelvin Donor and now lives in Australia. He said: ‘The University of Glasgow has a long tradition around the world of producing a high standard of engineers. After a long career in civil engineering, I am very grateful for the fundamental start provided by the University. I hope that my donation to the Chancellor’s Fund will offer some present-day students a similar benefit.’
Help us support the next generation of excellence at Glasgow

A scholarship is a gift with great impact that will resonate into the future – a gift which builds on the great tradition of philanthropy that helped Glasgow make an impression on the world, with each generation supporting the next. With this in mind, we are excited to launch a range of new postgraduate scholarship funds, aimed at attracting the brightest postgraduate students from the UK and around the world.

The new range of funds will allow our alumni and friends to direct their support to a particular subject area for the first time. Each gift will have a positive impact on the the experience of a student undertaking postgraduate study.

The funds focus on enabling students to undertake postgraduate study which not only allows them to reach their full potential but builds our research community, enabling real developments to be made in subject areas and disciplines.

The funds, which range across all of the colleges, pay tribute to a number of our most prestigious alumni including Lord Kelvin (Physics & Astronomy), Adam Smith (Business) and Edwin Morgan (Scottish Literature), who have all played their part in building the University’s reputation of excellence and innovation in a wide array of subjects. With your support we hope to continue to innovate, and offer students the opportunity to make an impact.

Our first scholar supported by the new College Funds is Stewart Sanderson, who has been awarded the first Edwin Morgan Postgraduate Scholarship in Scottish Literature. Stewart’s PhD research is on the translation of poetry into the Scots language. He said: ‘It feels fitting that I am researching this area as it is one that Morgan himself was very interested in. I wouldn’t be able to do this without the support of the scholarship, so I am very grateful.’

- For the full list of scholarship funds, please see our website www.glasgow.ac.uk/givingtglasgow.

- For further information on making a gift please contact Sarah Hunter on +44 (0)141 330 7145 or email sarah.hunter@glasgow.ac.uk.

Edwin Morgan Postgraduate student, Stewart Sanderson

James Herriot Scholarship to support vets

As part of the School of Veterinary Medicine’s 150th anniversary celebrations we have launched a new fund to enable our vet alumni to support our students and young clinical leaders of tomorrow through the James Herriot Scholarship Fund.

Writing as James Herriot, Alf Wight is one of our most famous alumni, who through his work and writing gave prominence to the veterinary profession that continues today. It seems most appropriate that we name our new fund after him.

We are seeking gifts to the James Herriot Scholarship Fund to enable the Vet School to award scholarships to both undergraduate and postgraduate veterinary students. Depending on the priorities of the Vet School at the time, these scholarships will support students who, through financial constraints, may otherwise not be able to study at Glasgow.

They will also be crucial in providing support for the most promising young vet graduates who have shown outstanding abilities in veterinary medicine and are poised to become the academic leaders of the future and to train a new generation of graduates for future global challenges in animal health and welfare.

- For further information on making a gift please contact Sarah Hunter on +44 (0)141 330 7145 or email sarah.hunter@glasgow.ac.uk.
Glasgow commits to tackling global health challenges

With the increasing rate of resistance to drugs and the prevalence of new strains of infectious diseases spreading among human and animal populations, our new Global Health & Biodiversity initiative looks to explore the links between infectious diseases and the environments where they flourish. Despite being largely eradicated in the developed world, such diseases as malaria, polio and rabies are still rife in particular ecosystems.

The aim of the new Global Health & Biodiversity Fund is to continue the University’s reputation for world-renowned research in the area of detection, as well as understanding how the changing environment and increased resistance to common control measures can be researched.

Our goal is to help improve the lives of millions of people around the world. A gift of £250, which is just £5.21 per month over four years, will equip a biodiversity monitoring team member with equipment essential to their role. With a gift of £1,000, equivalent to £20.83 per month over four years, we can provide rabies diagnostics kits for an operational laboratory, providing the capacity to test 500 samples. Your support is vital to our cause and every gift gives us the opportunity to change lives.

• To donate please visit www.glasgow.ac.uk/givingtoglasgow or use the donation form on page 7.

Glasgow and global security – launch of a new network

In the summer of this year the Glasgow Global Security Network (GGSN) was officially launched, enabling the University to conduct interdisciplinary research into the ongoing and re-emerging security threats to the world we live in.

The GGSN brings together academics from the Colleges of Arts and Social Sciences in a wide variety of disciplines including politics, history, economics, law and Central & Eastern European Studies, who all share a common interest in contemporary security threats to state and society in an increasingly interdependent world. This includes the war on terrorism, cyber warfare, disease, migration and climate change, as well as ‘frozen’ or ‘forgotten’ conflicts, often linked to failed states and issues of identity and nationality, which continue to shape the lives of millions.

As part of this new initiative, the GGSN has launched the Masters in Global Security, giving postgraduate students the opportunity to examine these ongoing threats, and the strategic actions and policy developments designed to deal with them.

The GGSN has also established an innovative Practitioner Master Class Series, which will bring distinguished representatives of government, NGOs and private industry to speak in Glasgow, forming an important link between the academic community and the best global security practitioners in the field.

• To support this innovative work the University has established the Postgraduate Research Scholarship Fund in Global Security, which supports dynamic research in this new field. If you would like information about donating to this fund, or making a gift to support the Practitioner Master Class Series, please contact Bicola Barratt-Crane at Bicola.Barratt-Crane@glasgow.ac.uk or +44 (0)141 330 7148.

Thank you to the Class of 2012

Our summer graduations were not only an exciting time for our graduating class but also for the Development & Alumni Office. For the first time we appealed to our final-year students and their parents to show their support for Glasgow and donate to the Class of 2012 gift. With the bonus of increasing our interaction with our fledgling alumni, the campaign was a great success with the Class, and their supporters, naming a ‘Noted Brick’ on our Online Benefactor Wall. There is still time left to give back and support future students as the campaign will continue until our winter graduations. Text ‘GRAD’ to 70007 to donate £3 to the Class of 2012 gift. Texts cost £3 plus your standard network rate, of which a minimum of £2.95 will go to the University of Glasgow Trust, which receives all charitable donations to the University.
Visit the Wolfson Medical School Building

Our last medical event in the Wolfson Medical School Building was held in 2009 and was well attended, with over 150 of our medical donors and friends touring our medical buildings and finding out more about the activities taking place at the University. Due to the success of this event and to bring our supporters up to date with the University’s research and teaching priorities, we are looking to hold a similar event early in 2013.

Donors and friends will get a chance to hear about some of the world-class research that is taking place in Glasgow, in the areas of heart disease, arthritis and malaria. The provisional date is Wednesday, 6 February and all medical fund donors will receive an invitation.

If you would like to register your interest, please contact Laura Morton on laura.morton@glasgow.ac.uk or call +44 (0)141 330 4951.

Ladies enjoy lunch to fund leukaemia research

Around 130 ladies attended a fundraising lunch in Òran Mòr in aid of the Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre on Friday, 7 September.

The host for the day was Dr Denise Mina, graduate and Honorary graduate of the University, award-winning Scottish crime writer and supporter of the Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre.

Dr Elaine C Smith, also an Honorary graduate of the University, entertained guests by reading from her book, Nothing like a Dame, and very skilfully maximised the funds raised via the auction!

An impressive £6,500 was raised on the day. We are very grateful to all the ladies who attended the event and all those who supported us by donating raffle and auction prizes.

Get active for Glasgow

More than 420 enthusiastic cyclists took part in this year’s sponsored cycle. It was a day for celebration as 2012 was the event’s tenth anniversary. In the last decade this popular family event has raised more than £350,000 for the Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre at Gartnavel.

According to Professor Tessa Holyoake, Director of the centre, all the staff at the Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre (most of whom were taking part!) were grateful to all of the donors and supporters. She said: ‘We have come a long way since the centre opened back in 2008. We are now genuinely a world-class facility with doctors and scientists from all over the world keen to join us and help us in our research. We could not continue to do our good work without your support and enthusiasm.’

Zip slide

Zipping across the Clyde once again proved popular when 50 eager ‘zippers’ took part on Saturday, 20 October.

Participants could choose to raise funds across three University projects, the Beatson Pebble Appeal, the Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre or Think Pink Scotland, raising funds for breast cancer research. All participants enjoyed the challenge and most wanted to do it again the moment they finished!

Rembrandt at The Hunterian

On 13 September, The Hunterian launched ‘Rembrandt and the Passion’. This must-see exhibition has been one of the most significant to be staged by The Hunterian in its 200-year history.

The exhibition offered a unique opportunity to see one of The Hunterian’s most famous paintings, Rembrandt’s Entombment Sketch, alongside a number of key international loans, including masterpieces never seen before in Scotland. Rembrandt van Rijn (1606–69) is considered to be the most famous of all Dutch artists and one of Europe’s greatest painters and printmakers. ‘Rembrandt and the Passion’ told the story of his Entombment Sketch and explained how it influenced one of the most important commissions of Rembrandt’s career. The exhibition also went behind the scenes in his studio, uncovering his painting process, inspiration and the techniques he used.

Fiona Rattray, University of Glasgow and Jane Clark, Santander Universities

The University was delighted to have the support of KLM, Fundación Banco Santander and the Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands for this major exhibition.

On 13 September, The Hunterian launched ‘Rembrandt and the Passion’. This must-see exhibition has been one of the most significant to be staged by The Hunterian in its 200-year history.

The exhibition offered a unique opportunity to see one of The Hunterian’s most famous paintings, Rembrandt’s Entombment Sketch, alongside a number of key international loans, including masterpieces never seen before in Scotland. Rembrandt van Rijn (1606–69) is considered to be the most famous of all Dutch artists and one of Europe’s greatest painters and printmakers. ‘Rembrandt and the Passion’ told the story of his Entombment Sketch and explained how it influenced one of the most important commissions of Rembrandt’s career. The exhibition also went behind the scenes in his studio, uncovering his painting process, inspiration and the techniques he used.
Thanks to our donors ...

... who have given new gifts, named or changed inscriptions on existing gifts, or moved up to a new giving level, between 1 April 2012 and 30 September 2012. In addition to those listed below, there are a number of donors whose gifts are awaiting confirmation.

College of Arts
Edwin Morgan Postgraduate Scholarship Fund in Scottish Literature
Platinum Gift
One anonymous donor

English Language
Major Gift
In memory of the late Dr Basil Cottle of Bristol University

Historical Thesaurus of English
Bronze Gift
Professor John B Corbett

College of Medical, Veterinary & Life Sciences
Scottish Centre for Ecology & the Natural Environment

Major Gift
Hugh and Janice Grant

Ben Vorlich - Gold Gift
Mary W Hutcheson

Pitmiang - St Andrews
Annie Buchan • Janice A Campbell • Sarah C Conn

Conic Hill - Bronze Gift
Andrew V Boney • For Mary Eleanor Byers • In loving memory of Hugh Timon Stewart 1924–2011, graduated Glasgow 1950. A devoted family man. Beloved husband of Barbara, father of his five children and his grandchildren. A dedicated and inspirational teacher

Duncryne - Noted Gift
Jessica M Constable • Ian Lennox • Eileen S Martin • Alisa M Smith • C Albert Yeung • One anonymous donor

Buteon Primary School
In loving memory of my parents Raymond & Gertrude Marsh • Moira A McGuire • In memory of Catherine McDougall • Agnes C M McFarlane • Isobel M McIlraith • In memory of John and Greta McKenna • Dr Colin Merzies • Janina G Murray • In memory of John & Luisia O’Donnell • SCI UK Ltd-Shift A • clinical staff • Searlie Cottage Garden Apparel • E J & Simpson • Dr Robert and Mrs Eleanor Smith • In memory of Anthony S Vaughan • Dr William H Watson • Dr Bill & Moira Wilkie & Family • David J B Winch • George M Yule • One anonymous donor

Noted Gift
William H Anderson • Desmond & Moira Bancroft • Dr Elaine N Baxter • Dr James D Blisland • Bishopston Primary School • Muriel R Bone • In loving memory of Thomas W Boyd MA (1949), LLB (1951) • Dr Margaret J W Boyd (née Miller) MBChB (1951) • Helen Elizabeth Brodie • In memory of Wilson D Bruce • Dr James A Bryson • In loving memory of Julie Armiton Burton • In memory of Anne M Calderwood • In Loving Memory of Colin Campbell • In loving memory of Donald & Nicole Cummins • Christine Chystall • In honour of Janet Clayton • Margaret Connolly • In memory of Andrew A Cook • Hendrick De Hanno • In memory of Jane Devennie • Vaughan Emmerson, an inspirational teacher and friend • In memory of Janie French MBChB 1933 from her daughter Helen MBChB 1965 • Mary and Ian Freshney • Roseanna S Gow John Healy • Heleursden & Lomond Fiddlers • Dr Johann C Horsburgh • In memory of Beloved Grandparents • In memory of Margaret Ingles • In loving memory of Eric Jolly • Dr Sarah R Julyan • In memory of Flora Kilpatrick • The Staff of Lainshaw Primary School and Nursery Class in Stewarton Ayrshire • Margaret Lawrence • Janice Learning • Thomas FA Lees (BDS 1996) & Sara L Lees • Dr Jack Levy MBChB (1946) • In memory of Molly Logan • Janice E Macdonald • In memory of Fiona Jean MacEwan from her loving family • Dr John M Mackay • Esther MacLean • In memory of Bill & Thya Jenkins, Bob & Joey McCormick & Sheila Hughes • In loving memory of Billy McDougall • In memory of a loving husband and father John Derek Shaw McFarlane 27.3.1944–19.2.2003 • Sheila McCrory • In memory of Margaret L McKechnie • Christine McKernea • In loving memory of James McLaughlin (1928–2012) • James P McLellan • Dr Arthur McQuaid • Janey, Fiona and Andrew McQuaker • Rev J H Loudon • Mid Argyll Cancer Support Group • David A Millar • Catherine Mills • Russell Monaghan • Mathew & Joyce Morton • In loving memory of my husband Robert Morton 1936–2008 from Maud Morton and all the family

Bronze Gift
Margaret and Robert Baird • Alison M Barr • In loving memory of Eleanor E Brown (1937–2012) • In memory of Alexander Campbell • Contact (Services) LLP – inspired by Hilary Wood • Colin Cox • Scott T Goodwin • HJIS Claim Solutions Solicitors • In memory of Alexander Graham Harper • Janette M Harris • Anne W Howie • Loma A Howiessen • Jordanhill Parish Church • My mum Elizabeth McMann • In memory of Colin J R Mair • Dr David Macdonald - In loving memory of my parents Raymond & Gertrude Marsh • Moira A McGuire • In memory of Catherine McDougall • Agnes C McFarlane • Isobel M McIlraith • In memory of John and Greta McKenna • Dr Colin Merzies • Janina G Murray • In memory of John & Luisia O’Donnell • SCI UK Ltd-Shift A • clinical staff • Searlie Cottage Garden Apparel • E J & Simpson • Dr Robert and Mrs Eleanor Smith • In memory of Anthony S Vaughan • Dr William H Watson • Dr Bill & Moira Wilkie & Family • David J B Winch • George M Yule • One anonymous donor

Dr Eileen Motwani • Kirsteen Mowat • Gerald M Murphy • Edmund G M Murray • In memory of Granddad • Winifred Furey, Daniel O’Neill and family • Stuart & Mairi Parker • B Pennman • Dr Andrew Pollack • Dr & Mrs C Renwick • Robert R Ritchie • Melvina A Robinson • Ciatan Scade • In memory of A C S 12/3/2000 • Scottish Government, Enterprise & Tourism Division • Martha Shaich • Dumgoyne Drive Beardsen • Marion Stanuszkiewicz, Kaly, 1940 • Katie Steel • “It’s been a long way, but we’re here”. Alan Shepherd (Moonwalker). Well done and good luck Beatosr TRC for all your future endeavours. Stewart Simpson & Family • Ann & John Thornton • Burdy Travers • Turner & Townsend • Barbara EB Ure MA • Gareth O Waterston • In memory of Audrey Ethel White • Dr J Derek White • Kwok Wai Yau • Four anonymous donors

Medical Fund
Cancer - Brain
Silver Gift
In memory of my husband, James G Stevenson

Bronze Gift
Ben Lomond Consultancy & Training • Largs Golf Club Ladies Section

Cancer - General
Silver Gift
John Hamilton

Diabetes
Gold Gift
Jenny MacPherson

Noted Gift
William James Aliison • Steven Ford • James Munro • In memory of John Alexander Peal

Heart Disease, Heart Attack and Stroke
Bronze Gift
Joan Snodgrass • WACL Ltd (Women in Advertising and Communications, London)

Diabetes
Gold Gift
Mary and Bill Munn

Bronze Gift
St Francis Xavier’s Falkirk Union of Catholic Mothers

Diseases of the Nervous System
Bronze Gift
Elizabeth J Galloway • Clare M Blair

Heart Disease, Heart Attack and Stroke
Major Gift
Joan Snodgrass • WACL Ltd (Women in Advertising and Communications, London)

Noted Gift
William Campbell • Jacqueline Day • Bryan Fraser • Stevan W George • Farhat Ghauri • Amanda Nardone • Keith Nicol and family • Elizabeth Queen • One anonymous donor

James Herriot Scholarship Fund in Veterinary Medicine
Platinum Gift
From the estate of Miss Helen Kerr Davison

Silver Gift
From the estate of the Mrs Anna B Armstrong

Bronze Gift
BVMs Class of 1972

Small Animal Hospital Fund
Platinum Gift
In memory of Mrs Elspeth Dickson

Silver Gift
Donald Budge • Laurie S Campbell • Michael McDonald • One anonymous donor

Bronze Gift
For Alfie • The Alphabte Family • Vicki H M Dale • Stuart A MacCallum • David E Sinclair • Dr Jane Stewart • Special Nero, in our hearts forever - The Trichet Family

Noted Gift
Janet S Bailey • Carol J Colligan • Elizabeth Croak in memory of Mrilie • Grand Champion, Kerelaw Tigerfeet, Marcus • John B Sprott • Dr Cecile Ferguson • Weequay Centre for Equine Welfare

Noted Gift
Mr & Mrs William Donald’s Memorial Trust
Bute Donor - Silver Gift
Rev David W G Burt • Dr Iain R Cameron • Olve K Clark • Janette C Crawford • Dr D L C MacEachlan • Dr William D Martin • Mr Bernard J McNelis • Iain G Montgomery • Alistair W Taylor • Francis Wong • One anonymous donor
Avenue Donor - Bronze Gift
1962 Natural Philosophy and Mathematics Class • Anon • Carol Bateman • Dr James E Bateman • Dr Michael Bell • Rev Austin B Fennell • Robert A Fleming • James S Foster • Elaine M Geddes - Gaylor • Dr Graeme K Hunter • Christopher G Kay • Ms Jessie B Reid • Archie White • Four anonymous donors
Gilmorehill Donor - Noted Gift
Dr Malcolm H I Baird • John F Carruthers • Dr John Ian P Donald • Paul G Gay • Professor Richard J Hamilton • Dr Linos J Jacovidest • George King MBCB 1951 • John MacKinnon • Dr David Mclean • Rev Dr Alan M McPherson • Elizabeth J Russell • Peter G R M Waddell • Robert N Wood
Chancellor’s Fund - Chemistry
Major Gift
Dr Strathearn Wilson
Hunterian Fund
Major Gift
Fundación Banco Santander
Noted Gift
Douglas Saville Numismatic Books
Library
Silver Gift
Pamela & William Mackenzie
Scholarships Fund
Excellence Awards
Gold Gift
Professor Anton Muscatelli
Bronze Gift
Bodh & Catherine Judgutt
Fulbright Scholarships
Bronze Gift
Winfred N Hasty Jr
Glasgow Centre for International Development Scholarships
Silver Gift
Dr Alan Cairnie
Noted Gift
Alexandra C Murray-Zrniewski
Prize Awards
Bronze Gift
Anne P Mears
Noted Gift
Angela C Gray
Talent Awards
Major Gift
One anonymous donor
Platinum Gift
Colin G Stewart
Silver Gift
Dr Lynn A Legg
Bronze Gift
Scott T Goodwin • Dr David M Hallday • Rachel E Thilwind
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- If there are any changes to the amount, date or frequency of your Direct Debit the University of Glasgow Trust will notify you 10 working days in advance of the change.
- If an error is made in the payment of your Direct Debit, the University of Glasgow Trust or your bank or building society, are entitled to a full and immediate refund of the amount paid from your bank or building society. If you receive a refund you are not entitled to, you must pay it back when the University of Glasgow Trust asks you to.
- You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by simply contacting your bank or building society. Written confirmation may be required. Please also notify us.
Giving to Glasgow: how you can help make a difference

Direct Debit
If you would like to join the growing number of people who have chosen to support the University of Glasgow, please complete the direct debit form at the bottom of this page and return it to the Development & Alumni Office, 3 The Square, University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ. Please keep the Direct Debit Guarantee slip at the very bottom of the page for future reference.

Bequests
Bequests are favoured by many alumni and friends who want to make a difference after their death. A gift of this kind also helps to reduce your inheritance tax liability.

Stocks and shares
Since 6 April 2000, individuals have been eligible for tax relief on gifts of certain shares, securities and other investments. This is in addition to capital gains tax relief on gifts of assets to charity. Tax relief for donors is based on the value of the shares on the day they are transferred to the University. If you would like to support your chosen project by gifting shares and securities as well, you would like more information, simply call the Development & Alumni Office on +44 (0)141 330 4951.

Giving from the USA
US taxpayers can give tax-deductible gifts to the American Alumni of Glasgow University, an independent charitable corporation organised in the United States that has been recognised by the Internal Revenue Service as a section 501(c)(3) charitable organisation. All donations to it are deductible as charitable contributions to the full extent permitted by law. Its Board of Directors will determine the use of all gifts. Contributions should be made payable to American Alumni of Glasgow University and sent to AAGU, 183 Wolf Harbor Road, Milford, CT 06461–1961, USA.

Giving from Canada
Canadian residents will be provided with a receipt for their tax records from the University. Cheques should be made payable to ‘University of Glasgow’ (and not the University Trust) to be able to claim tax relief.

Data Protection Act 1998
Under the codes of the 1998 Data Protection Act, the University of Glasgow will use the information provided by you for University education, social and charitable purposes only.

Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002
The Development & Alumni Office acts in accordance with the terms of the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002. Information on donations received by the University of Glasgow is provided in Giving to Glasgow and other project-specific newsletters. Information is included only on donors who have given us their express permission to do so.

Making a single gift
I would like to make a single gift to the University of Glasgow Trust of £ ............

I enclose a cheque/charity voucher made payable to University of Glasgow Trust or

Please debit my: Visa        Visa Debit            Mastercard                      Maestro
Name on card ..............................................................................................

I enclose a cheque/charity voucher made payable to

or

Making a regular gift by Direct Debit
I would like to make a regular gift to the University of Glasgow Trust of £ .............      Monthly  Quarterly  Annually

Starting on (1st or 15th of the month, please allow one month from today) DD/MM/YY

for a period of ............ years or until further notice (if left blank).

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society to pay by Direct Debit
Please fill in the whole form using a ballpoint pen and return to:

Development & Alumni Office, 3 The Square, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, G12 8QQ

Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society

To: The Manager ..................................................................................................

Address ..........................................................................................................................

Name of Account Holder(s) ......................................................................................

Branch Sort Code

Bank or Building Society Account Number

Reference

Service User Number: 257165

Signature ........................................................... Date ....................................

The Direct Debit Guarantee (this guarantee should be detached and retained by the payer)
• This Guarantee is offered by all banks and building societies that accept instructions to pay Direct Debits.
• If there are any changes to the amount, date or frequency of your Direct Debit the University of Glasgow Trust will notify you 10 working days in advance of your account being debited or as otherwise agreed. If you request the University of Glasgow Trust to collect a payment, confirmation of the amount and date will be given to you at the time of the request.
• If an error is made in the payment of your Direct Debit, the University of Glasgow Trust or your bank or building society, you are entitled to a full and immediate refund of the amount paid from your bank or building society. If you receive a refund you are not entitled to, you must pay it back when the University of Glasgow Trust asks you to.
• You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by simply contacting your bank or building society. Written confirmation may be required. Please also notify us.